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The legacy trap
Search
The search trap
http://www.flickr.com/photos/pulpolux/151695072
Metadata Trap
Build it and they will come trap
http://openlearn.open.ac.uk
The system is everything trap
http://www.flickr.com/photos/
marcemarc/2385399277/ The one 
stop shop 
trap
http://www.flickr.com/photos/marcemarc/2385399277/
(inspired by Chris Pegler – built by Christopher 
McAndrew) First used in slides in 2004.
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The Holy Grail trap
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The brick wall trap
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Reasons to be cheerful?
http://www.flickr.com/photos/psd/1805374441/
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Ask…


OLnet and Collective Intelligence
Collective intelligence: augmented 
functions that enabled by the existence 
of a community. 
Collective intelligence emerges through  
the coexistence of people in the same 
environment. 
In OLnet we aim to develop a software 
infrastructure that exploits the 
collective action and interaction of a 
community of users online in an 
“intelligent way”; that is to say: 
obtaining effects and reaching goals 
that exceed single users and 
community capability and intentions. 
What are the candidate 
technologies?
Knowledge Mapping
Tagging and Bookmarki  
Annotation
Social software
Text analysis
Online Deliberation
Semantic web
RESTRUCTURING
EVALUATING
What are the kinds of 
Collective Intelligence (CI) 
around an OER we need to 
harvest?
What is missing? 
What is the added value?
CI ontology
CI infrastructure 
requirements
1
2
OLnet Project team
OER Researcher and 
practitioners
Comparative Reviews
Case Study
Stories
Interviews
Controlled  experiments 
Collective Intelligence tools
Deliberatorium
MIT Collective Intelligence Lab
Cohere
OU Knowledge Media Institute 
Debategraph
Thoughtgraph (David Price)
TruthMapping
Jack Paulus
Collating views
Network
Research
Fellowships
Design
Patterns

 A: 1-4
 B: 5-10
 C: 10-20
 D: 20-lots
How many patterns?
June 2009Yannis Dimitriadis
Jigsaw CLP (3)(diagram
representing
the solution)
Individual or initial groupTeacher
Introductory 
individual (or initial 
group) activity
Collaborative 
activity around the 
sub-problem
Collaborative 
activity around the 
problem and 
solution proposal
Listening to others
Testing ideas
Getting data
Participatory learning
Content attracts
http://www.flickr.com/photos/stansich/188953946/
If it is …
• Unique
• Quality
• Fresh
• Fast
• Micro
• Relevant
Social support
Participation:
• Browse/gather
• Share expertise
• Collaborate
• Spread control
Cultures

Institutional
Marketing
GlobalisationWidening Participation
Collaboration
Flattening
Discourses in OER
Andreia Santos – opened2007 –
a.i.santos@open.ac.uk
Collaborations

Expert Corpus
Student Discourse
Integrate 
KF & OLI
Group Knowledge Building
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